
"Those who would give up source code to obtain a little temporary usability will get neither 
safety nor usability.
-- eqe
"How much you love your life is / what every life is worth."
-- Lucas, If/Then.

"I lack the gene for martyrdom."
-- Chris Hadfield, An Astronaut's Guide to Life on Earth.

"They say love is blind / but, believe me, love is insane."
-- Dan, Next to Normal.

"The prerequisite is competence."
-- Bret Victor.

"I show up in my writing room at approximately 10 a.m. every morning without fail. Sometimes my 
muse sees fit to join me there and sometimes she doesn't, but she always knows where I'll be. She 
doesn't need to go hunting in the taverns or on the beach or drag the boulevard looking for me. 
Sitting around waiting for inspiration is for amateurs. If you're a professional, you go to work 
every day, even though frequently it seems more like play than work, which is what keeps me doing 
it"
-- Tom Robbins, "Even Cowgirls Get the Blues".

"A life well lived is that place where sorrow and sadness and joy and gladness meet."
-- Wayne Earl.

"I write entirely to find out what I'm thinking, [...] What is going on in these pictures in my 
mind?"
-- Joan Didion, author.

"The best writing is rewriting."
-- E. B. White, writer.

"We act as though comfort and luxury were the chief requirements of life, when all that we need 
to make us happy is something to be enthusiastic about."
-- Albert Einstein.

“The way to prevent airplane terrorism is not to keep the objects that could fall into the wrong 
hands off of airplanes; a better goal is to keep those with the wrong hands from boarding 
airplanes in the first place.”
-- Bruce Schneier.

"Fearlessly be yourself.”
-- Anthony Rapp.

"I view intelligence (at least the kind of intelligence that most of the characters in my novel 
display) as something learned not inborn. I don’t think Hazel or Gus necessarily have 
particularly high IQs (Gus in particular is constantly misusing words). I just think they’re 
intellectually curious."
-- John Green.

"There just isn't enough televised chess."
-- David Letterman.


